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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we propose to study certain sequence spaces in intuitionist 
functional analysis satisfying a condition of convergence or absolute 
convergence, or an analogous condition, and also some related spaces. 
This work forms a direct continuation of the results of [ll], § 5. We refer 
the reader to [ll], $ 1 for a definition of all relevant notions in intuitionist 
functional analysis: at that place references are also given to the original 
articles in which the concerned definitions were introduced. We summarize 
here the points of departure from the conventions laid down there and 
establish some further notation which we shall use. 
In the first place, the correct definition of quasi-number, given in [lo], 
ought to be substituted for that cited in [ll]. Secondly, we should more 
precisely say that a space B is a-reflexive if to every full linear functional 
@ on B” there corresponds an f in B such that @(f*)=/*(f) for every f* 
in B*, while also /11@11[ = IllflI /. The definitions of ,8-, y- and a-reflexivity 
should also be similarly interpreted. Thirdly, it may be remarked here 
that there is an apparant discrepancy between the statements of results 
in this article and in [ll], where the notation of [lS] has been used, the 
isomorphic equality in the context of dual spaces signifying a conjugate 
linear (anti-linear) one-one correspondence. In the present article, we use 
the term isomorphic equality to signify a linear one-one quasi-norm 
preserving correspondence (cf. e.g., [17]). Accordingly, whereas duality 
in [ll] is studied in terms of the sesquilinear form (f, g), here we have 
rather used the bilinear form [f, g] (which are both defined below). 
The elements of our sequence spaces will be denoted by f, g, h, . . . : 
in some of the spaces the sequences will be supposed to extend from the 
zero-th term ad infinitum, while in others, they will extend from the 
first term ad infinitum; the latter being more usual, the former will be 
made explicit whenever it occurs. The n-th component of a vector f will 
be denoted by f(n), i.e., 
f=(f(l), f(2), f(3), *-)=(f@N,“_,~ 
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or f=(fF% f(l), f(2), 4=(f(4),“=,. 
If the sequence f(l), f(2), . . . is of bounded variation then the quasi-number 
containing it will also be denoted by f(m). The notation df will be used 
to denote the sequence (d/(n)) 12 where d/(n) = f(n) - f(~ - 1). In accordance 
with customary usage, f(O), f( - l), f( - 2), . . . will be taken to be zero for 
a sequence (f(n))zl, while f( - l), f( - 2), f( - 3), . . . will be taken to be 
zero for a sequence (j(n)),“=,. For any f, nf will denote the vector given 
by *f(k)=f(k) for Ic<n and nf(lc)=O for i%>n. 
e, denotes the vector given by em(n)=6 llln where 6,,, is the Kronecker 
delta. eo is given by eo(0) = 1; es(n) =0 for n= 1, 2, . . . . e is the vector given 
by e(n)=1 for each n, i.e., e=(l, 1, 1, . ..). 
For two sequences f and g, we shall use the notation [f, g] to denote 
the infinite series 2 f(n) g(n), and (f, g) to denote 2 f(n) g(n). 
A particular distance delimitation, which will be used for the closed 
unit spheres of several different sequence spaces is CJJ given by the following 
specification: nlies in co(f, 0) if If(k)J<2-+ for l<l%gn, w(f, g)=m(f-g, 0). 
It follows immediately that nf w-converges to f. 
In the course of construction of various dual spaces we shall utilize 
the spread n whose direction consists of countably many nodes of order 
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one, in which each node containing only l’s has countably many immediate 
descendants, while each node in which a natural number n(n> 1) occurs 
somewhere has exactly one immediate descendant. For technical ease of 
description later on, we dress the spread A as follows. The node (1%) 
(which consists of n l’s) is dressed by n zeros, while a node (lm lc 1%) 
(which consists of m l’s followed by a k followed by n l’s) is dressed by 
m zeros followed by complex numbers ~~+i, qrn+2, . . . . vmtn+i if n<k- 2, 
while it is dressed by qm+i, . . . , qm+k-l followed by n - ii + 2 zeros if n > k - 2. 
The qk’s used will depend upon the space B is question, and, if necessary, 
this dependence will be indicated by writing r,~k(B). The corresponding 
dressed spread will be denoted A(B). 
The space bv consisting of all complex sequences of bounded variation 
( i.e., for which xc, ]Of(i)/ is bounded) equipped with the quasi-norm 
j 1 IfI I / containing the bounded monotone sequence tz, ta. . . . where 
tfi= X2 Mf(~)l+ If(n and the normed linear space wi consisting of all f 
with convergent 2: f(i) (th e norm being llfli = sup% (I xS1 j(i)]) have been 
defined in [11], $ 5 and it has been proved there that (6~)” = (bv)’ = wi, 
(wl)*=bv (lot. cit., theos. X, XI.) 
2. THE NORMED DUAL OF wl 
First of all we determine the normed dual space of wi. This space has 
not been determined in [l I]. Let CD be a full normed linear functional 
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defined on wi. The vect,or g given by g(k) = @(eh-) lies in bv and ES, jAg( +- 
-I- Is( lb IIQSII f or every n, as shown in [ll], theo. XI. 
Since /IQ/j is th e supremum of @,, we conclude that for each Ic, a vector 
fk belonging to the closed unit sphere of wi can be indicated such that 
Wb) = Vk, sl> IPII - 5+-l, and now we can also indicate an N = N(lc) such 
that ICnfk, g] - [fk, g]l<2-k-l for n> N(k). Thus we have @(“fk) = [n/k, g] > 
> [fk, g] - 2-k-l) 11@11- 2-k. However, 
I@(“fk)I = 1 5 fk(%di)l = b@)( i /k(i)) f (-&@)6~ /k(i)+ . . . -t 
i=l S-1 
+ (-bt2)) fktl)l 
so that we have ]j@l]-2-k< (Ig(n)] + x=, Idg(i)l) > Il@ll, from which it 
follows that lim,, (Is( + 22, I4ml) exists and is equal to Il@]l, i.e., 
II@11 = Ilsll* 
We now introduce the space ac which is the species of all complex 
sequences f for which r=, IA/( i )I converges. The norm of any vector f is 
llfll= liw,, (XL, lOf(iN+ If(n) Th us we have proved that to each full 
normed linear functional @ on wi a vector g of ac can be assigned such 
that G(f) = [f, sl. 
Conversely, if g lies in ac, then it also lies in bw and determines a full 
linear functional @ on wi. We now prove that @ possesses a supremum 
llg]] on the closed unit sphere of w 1. For each fixed k, for each n, we can 
choose exactly one assertion from those recognized as valid in each of 
the two sets of assertions: (i) ]dg(n)l<2-k-n and (ii) Ids(n)\ )2-k-n-i and 
(1) I a(n)I < Fk-” and (2) Is(n)] )2-k-m-l. Now take y&n)=0 if (i) has 
been chosen and y&n) = sgn (-dg(n+ 1)) if (ii) has been chosen; and 
z,k(n) = 0 if (1) has been chosen and z$(n) = sgng(n) if (2) has been chosen. 
Let fn,k= &%k(l), &h”(2), . . . . dygk(n- l), zg”(n) - ygk(n- l), 0, 0; 0, . ..) 
(y&O)= 0) which belongs to wl, so that 
a-l 
@(fn,k) = 2 g(i) bh7k(i) + s(n) (zgk(n) - ygk(n - 1)). 
i=l 
However, x / dg(i)] + I g(n)1 - 2-k-2 - 2-k-3 - . . . - 2-k-%+1- 2-k-n - 2-k-n 
k xv’ zhk(4 t -4(i + 1)) +stn) xgktn) k 2-l g(i) 4hkW +stn) (zgk(n) - 
--?Jsk(n- 1)) + @(fn,k) for every n. Now we determine an N so large 
that lim,, { X I W)l + IdnN - C 1: l&@)l + I&V I > < 2-k-1, so that 
@(fN,k) + 2: log(i)\ + Ig(N)I - 2-k-l) l/g]\ -2-k, from which follows that 
Q, is a normed linear functional on ~1. We state this result as 
THEOREM I. (WI)’ = ccc. 
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3. THE SPACE nco 
ace is the species of all those vectors f for which zz, lOf(i)] converges 
and f(i) tends to zero as i --f 00. The norm is /lfjj = limn.+o;, (x+. IO/(;)/ + 
+f(n)). The cataloguing of the closed unit sphere of aca with respect to 
its norm is of the second kind. 
Now we wish to determine the dual space of ace. Let di be a full linear 
functional defined on ace and let @(er) =g(le), so that Q(f) = xc1 f(i) g(i) 
for each f lying in ace in view of the linearity and the continuity of @ 
implied by its fullness. Let C 4 0 be any bound of @ on the closed unit 
sphere of ace. Moreover, we have j@( z=, ei)I = I ES, g(i)1 > C for every 12, 
since xX, ei lies in the closed unit sphere of aca. We now introduce the 
space di which is the species of all complex sequences f for which 
(j x=, f(i)i)~zl is bounded. The quasi-norm of f is the quasi-number core 
containing the bounded monotone sequence 
(IfP)L m&x (If(l I jI f(h max (If(l I i$I f(i)l, I 2 fWL 4. 
i=l 
Conversely, if f belongs to the closed unit sphere of ace and g lies in di, 
then xc, f(i)g(i) converges as 
%+?I2 @+??I 
,zn f(M) = ,&, f(WG(i)) (where G(i) = Ti s(i)) 
TL+W&-1 
= 2 G(i)(-rlf(i+l))+G(n+m) f(n+m)-f(n)G(rz-l), 
therefore, 
n+??8 n+m-1 
I C f(4di)l * C lOf(i+l)l lG(i)l+ If( IGb- l)l+ i=?l i=Tl 
+ IG(n+m)I If( > ?L+m-1 
+ ( ,& l~f(~)l+If(~)l+lf(~+~)l) SUP I@(4 
n-l<i=a+~m 
> ( &;+, lOf(i)l+ If(n)I + If(n+m)l)*C 
(where C is any bound of /jjgl~ j in di), which tends to zero as n -+ oc), 
since x:, lOg(i)l is convergent and f(n) tends to zero as n --+ 00, so that 
@(f)=[f> sl d e fi nes a full linear functional on ace and \]j@llj = IllgIll. We 
state our result as 
THEOREM II. (acg)* =&. 
It can be easily proved from the above discussion that (ace)’ =si where 
~1 is the species of all complex sequences f for which supn j x=, f (i)l 
exists. It can also be proved in the same way as for the space 1” which 
consists of all bounded sequences possessing suprema that 81 is a non- 
linear space. 
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A one-one correspondence between .sl and 1” is established by making 
the vector P of P corresponds to f of s1 where Y(n) = x f(i). The reasoning 
used for proving (E”)*=(Z”)‘=P (cf. [12]) can now be adapted to prove 
that (sl)* = (81)’ =a~, keeping in mind the fact that (&)* = (&)’ =a~, 
which is proved in the next section. 
4. THE SPACE dl 
The closed unit sphere of dl permits a cataloguing of the first kind 
with respect to w which follows in the same way as for bp and b” (cf. [ll], 
$ 2). We now proceed to determine the dual space of dl which can be 
obtained by considering the cataloguing of the closed unit sphere of dl. 
We insert here an alternative proof without using the cataloguing. 
Let CD be a full linear functional defined on dl and let g(k) = @(ek). For 
each fixed j, for each n, we can choose exactly one assertion each from 
those recognized as valid of the two sets of assertions: (i) Idg(n)j <2-i-n 
and (ii) Ids(n)/ > 2-j-12-1; and (1) Is(n)] < 2-j-n and (2) Ig(n)l> 2-i-n-l. Now 
take y&(n) = 0 if (i) has been chosen and g+(n) = sgn (-dg(n+ I)) if (ii) 
has been chosen; and z&n) = 0 if (1) has been chosen and Q(n) = sgn g(n) 
if (2) has been chosen. Now we replace 
(0, 0, 0, . ..) 0 > Vn, ?jn+L 17nf2, --., rn+m, 0, 0, . ..) 
(in the beginning n- 1 zeros with n> 1) by 
to, 0, 0, ***, 0, zhJ(n), 4Qtnf l), . . . . &&(n+m- l), xs+t+m)- 
-ygqn+m- l), 0, 0, . ..) 
to obtain the dressed spread /l(G). Since di is full on A(&), it follows that 
to each k, an N(k) can be assigned such that I@(O)-@(/)I <2-k for any f 
in A(&) passing through the dressed node consisting of N zeros. Applying 
this to the vector 
(0, 0, 0, ***> 0, y&(n), &i(n+ l), &$(n+2), . . . . By&(n+m-- I), 
.Q(n+m)-y&(n+m-- l), 0, 0, . ..) 
(with initial n- 1 zeros) for n>iV(k), we have 
a+m-1 
However, 
( i=;+l pg(ql+ Ig(n+m)l)-2-i-n-l- . . . -2-i-hi-m) -2-F++m+1) I# 
s+m-1 
I+ 1 2 ygi(i)(-dg(i$-1))+z,r(n+m)9(n+nz)I > 19(MhhW- 
i=T% 
n+m-1 
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so that 
e-!-m 
( i=;+1 I47(4l+ Is(n+fi~)l) =P 2-k+2-5-n- 
From this follows that IL”=, ]Og(i)](g(O)=O) is convergent, i.e., g lies in ccc. 
However, the closed unit sphere of dl contains the closed unit sphere 
of bi, so @ is also full on 6, which implies that g lies in CO. Thus we have 
proved that to the full linear functiona, @ of ~$1, a vector g of ace can be 
assigned such that Q(f) = [f, g]. 
We now prove the continuity of @ without using the cataloguing of 
the closed unit sphere of di. Given lc, we first of all indicate an N=N(I%) 
such that n .2-n. jIgI/ 3 2-k for n > N(k). If now f is in the closed unit 
sphere of di and n>iV(li) lies in cu(f, 0) then ]@(/)I = I xE1 f(i)g(i)] > 2-k. 
For, taking n>iV(lc), we have 
I $ f&W = I %%I sWWl (where P(i)= ji f(i) and P( 0) = 0) 
12-l 
= I E WN-47W 1))+c7WJY~N =P ( 3 l47Wl+ Is(~)l)~~m IW)l 
i=l i=2 
> ( ,% l47(4+ IdW iz If( * n-2-9 i$ l&(i)l+ 
+ Ig(n)l) > n~2~-%7ll > F. 
We shall now prove that the full linear functional CD has the supremum 
i/gl]. For, it is obvious that d, is bounded by ]]g]] for all vectors f belonging 
to the closed unit sphere of di. Now taking the vector 
f&n= kh7V), 4/,j(2), .**, dy,j(n- l), z&(n)-yJ(n- l), 0, 0, 0, . ..) 
for n>N(I%), we have 
@(fd =g(l) 3441) + C g(i) 4hW +s(n) CwYn) -zMn- 1)) 
i=2 
n-1 
= izl ygi(i)(-Bg(i+l))+g(n)~~i(n) 4 ;z l&W + b(n)1 -
- 2-j-2 _ 2-j-3 . . . - 2-j-n-kl - 2-5-n - 2-j-n 
i.e., ( x=, ]dg(i)] + jg(m)]) - 2-j-r > @(fi,n), which proves that @J possesses 
the supremum /]g]]. 
Let f belong to the closed unit sphere of dl and g be an element of ace, 
then [f, g] is convergent, as proved immediately above and determines 
a full and hence a normed linear functional on cl1 with /I@[/= l/g/l. We 
state our result as 
THEOREM III. (&)* = (&)'=aco. 
5. ql, A NON-a-REFLEXIVE SPACE 
We now introduce the linear space ql which is the species of all complex 
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sequences f = (f(n)),“==, f or which a strictly increasing sequence of natural 
numbers N(l),N(2),N(3), . . . can be indicated such that xy, 1 x$!l+l 
f(lc)l is bounded, whenever O<m(O)<N(I), and N(i)<n(i)<N(i+l) for 
each i> 1. Classically speaking, 41 coincides with wi, but, in intuitionism, 
it contains wr without coinciding with it, but is however congruent with it. 
Obviously @ is contained in d 1: the quasi-norm of di will also be used 
in 41. The closed unit sphere of 41 is not complete with respect to the 
distance delimitation o used in dl. For, if the closed unit sphere of @ 
were complete with respect to w, th.en as it contains the generating 
catalogue of the closed unit sphere of di (viz., the species of all vectors 
with only finitely many rational components, and lying in the closed 
unit sphere of di), it must have coincided with the closed unit sphere 
of dl, which is known to be contradictory. The cataloguing of the closed 
unit sphere of q1 has been not determined here, but we determine the 
dua’l space of ql without using the cataloguing of the closed unit sphere 
of ql as in the previous cases. 
Let Q, be a full linear functional defined on ql and let g(lc) =@(ek). 
Now the dressed spread A(&) constructed above is contained in the 
space 41, so by the same reasoning as given above we can prove that to 
the full linear functional @ of ql, a vector g of ace can be assigned such 
that Q(f) = [f, sl. 
If g is any vector of ace, then [f, g] converges for every vector f of q1 
since it even lies in d1 ; and this thus determines a full and hence normed 
linear functional of dl, and hence, a fortiori, of 41. We have proved 
THEOREM IV. (ql)* =(ql)‘=aco. 
It follows from this that (41)” = (a~)* = di so that q1 cannot be a-reflexive. 
In fact, ql cannot possess any of the four types of reflexivity. It may be 
mentioned here that a theorem of Bishop ([15], ch. 9, theo. 10) is tanta- 
mount to the fact that normed catalogued linear spaces are a-reflexive. 
However, for all other dual pairs of linear spaces so far introduced in 
intuitionism, a-reflexivity is still found to hold even if neither space of 
the pair is normed, giving rise to a possible conjecture that Bishop’s 
theorem might be of a wider scope and that a-reflexivity might hold 
even for all linear locally convex spaces. The remarkable example of the 
linear space ql refutes this. 
6. THE DUAL SPACE OF ac 
We now wish to determine the dual space of UC. Let @ be a full linear 
functiona, defined on ac and let @(ek)=g(k). Any vector f of ac can be 
expressed as f=(f-f(co)e)+f( co e ) in which f-f(co)e=(f(n)-f(co))~sl 
converges to zero, so that it lies in ace and we have @(f)=@(f -f(co)e)+ 
+f(m)@(e)= xl (f(i)-f(m))g(i)+f(c=)g(O) (where g(O)=@(e). However, 
f - f(co)e lies in aca, and so (g(n)),“_, lies in dl, i.e., 1 x=, g(i)\ is bounded. 
Thus to any full linear functional Cp there corresponds a vector (g(~))~SO 
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such that XT, g( ') z is bounded and G(f)-f(oo)g(O)+ z:, (g(i)-f(co))g(i), 
The quasi-norm of the vectors in (ac)” has not been specified. However. 
if g generates a full linear functional CD on ac which is bounded by 1 
then we can say that g lies in the closed unit sphere of (ac)*. 
7. THE SPACE c AND ITS DUAL 
c is the normed space of all convergent sequences, the norm being 
defined by Ml= sups If(n h h P w ic su remum exists in view of the con- 
vergence of f(l), f(2), . . . . 
We now wish to determine the dual space of c. Let CD be a full linear 
functional defined on c and let @(ek) =g(lc). Any vector f of c can be 
expressed as f=(f-f(co)e)+f( 00 e ) in which f-f(oo)e=(f(n)-f(m))rcl 
converges to zero, so that it lies in CO and we have Q(f) = @(f - f (w)e) + 
i-f(m)@(e)= xi”=, (f(i)-f(m))g(i)+f(c=)g(O) (where g(O)=@(e)). However, 
f -f(oo)e lies in CO, and so (g(n)),“_, lies in br, i.e., xE1 lg(l%)l is bounded. 
Now here we define the quasi norm of g, /I IgIll = Ig(0) - EC, g(k)]+ 
+ CT=1 Ig(lc)l, as the quasi-number core containing the bounded monotone 
sequence (Is(O)-dl)l+ Is(l Is(O)- X=, s@)l+ X-1 IsOX . ..J. 
Now we introduce the space /3r which is the species of all complex 
sequences f = (f(n)),“=, with bounded J?y=*=, If(i the quasi-norm of any 
vector f being IIIflll=lfP)- Ci?,f@)l+ x7, Ifb)l. 
For each fixed k, for each fixed natural number n, we can choose 
exactly one assertion from those recognized as valid of the two assertions 
(i) Is(O)- x=, g(;)[ >2-k-1, (ii) ]g(O) - C:=I g(i)1 <2-k and take s%,k(O)= 
= sgn (g(O)-- x=, g(i)) if (i) h as been chosen, but s%,~(O) =0 if (ii) has 
been chosen. Also for each i = 1, 2, . .., we can choose exactly one assertion 
from those recognized as valid of the two assertions (i) Ig(i)l>2-k-g-r, 
and (ii) /g(i)1 <2-k-i; taking s=,k(i)= sgn g(i) if (i) has been chosen, but 
sn,k(i)=O if (ii) has been chosen. Taking the vector 
f?a,k=(&z,k(l), a**, m(n), ~n,k(0)t w&N, . ..) 
which belongs to the space c, we have 
@(fn,d =hdO) g(O) + 2 b%d~) -hz,k(o)) g(i) =&,.k(O) (g(0) - i$l g(i)) + 
i=l 
therefore, 
(Is(O)- &7(i);+ $$ ls(i)l)-2-“-2-“-1-...-2-“-n 
=P WV- $ g(i)) %W+ ,?I d4 h,k(i) k @(fd, i.e., 
km- 2 ml f 5 Is( > C+@+l 
i=l g-1 
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(where C is any bound of Cp on the closed unit sphere of /P), for every n 
and arbitrary k so that /g(O)- 2 g(i)] + 2 Is(i)] I+ G for every 12. Thus 
we have proved that to each full linear functional di on c a vector g of /I1 
can be assigned such that Q(j) = [j- j(oo)e, g] + j(oo)g(O) and for every 
bounded monotone sequence al, as, . . . contained in 11 ]g/ I], and every n, 
a vector j can be indicated such that Q(j) < a,. 
Conversely, if j belongs to the closed unit sphere of c and g lies in /P, 
then fW@te)+ Z!$Z1 W+fWM i converges, as (j(i) - j(OO))zI lies in 1 
CO and g lies in b 1, therefore corresponding to given Ic, we can find an 
N(k) such that I xtf (j(i)- j(co))g(;)] <2--k for n>N(lc), m>O. However, 
for ?%>N(k), 
@W = f(4 @Ye) + 5 W-f(4) g(i) + 5 (f(i) - f(4 g(i) 
i=l i=n+1 
= f(~)(dO) - $&g(i)) + iz f(iM4 +ic~+!“i’ -f(cQ)s(i) =p 
*If(~)1 lg(O)-- i g(i)]+ 2 If(i)I Id4 +2-k =P max (If(l IfP)L aaa3 If(n 
i=l i=l 
If(c (Is(O)- ,$ sWl+ iz Is(N+2-lc =p 1*(lsP)- 
- ,z s(i)l t- JI Is(i)I) + 2”. 
Thus we have proved that every bound of / j jgj / / is also a bound of @‘, which 
proves completely that ]]]@]I] = ]]]gll]. Thus we have proved 
THEOREM v. (c)*=/31. 
8. THE NORMED DUAL OF c 
We now proceed to determine the normed dual space of c. Let @ be 
a full normed linear functional defined on c. The vector g = (g(n)),“_, given 
by g(Q = Wed, do) = Q(e) 1 ies in /I1 and /g(O)-- ~~=“=, s(i)1 + xc1 Is(i)1 > 
> ]I@]] for every n as mentioned above. 
Since ]I@]] is the supremum of @, we conclude that for each k, a vector 
jk belonging to the closed unit sphere of c can be indicated such that 
@(jk) = jk(co)g(O) + [jk - jk(oo)e, g] > ]/@I] -2-k-r and we can also indicate an 
N=N(E) such that ][“jk-- jk(m)fie, g]- [jk- js(oo)e, g]] <2-k-l for n>iV(lc). 
Thus we have 
IPII - 9 < I P/k - fk(~Pe, sl + fk(~)sP)ll = I jII (h(i) - fk(~)kW 
+fk(~kml= If.d~km - 5 g(i)) + i; MM4l i=l 
< max (lfdc=)l, Ifdl)l, . . . . Ifd4lM~)- iz s@)l+ ,$ Is(i 
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Hence we have I/@]]-2-Ic<(]g(0)- x=, g(i)]+ zzzl /g(i)]) > ]/@‘/I, from 
which it follows that lim,,w (Is(O) - Cy=“=, g(i)] + ~~=, /g(i)\) exists and is 
equal to ll@ll, i.e., ll@ll= /18/l. 
We now introduce the space ii which is the species of all complex 
sequences f = (f(n)),“=, for which zz”=, If(i)] converges, the norm of any 
vector j being taken to be ]]/]I = If(O) - Cr=“=, f(lc)[ + IFe1 If(k)]. Thus we have 
proved that to each full normed linear functional @ on c a vector g of Ai 
can be assigned such that Q(f) = [f -f(co)e, g] +f(oo)g(O), and //@/I = ]lg]]. 
Conversely, if g lies in 1, 1, then it also lies in @r and determines a full 
linear functional @ on c. We now prove that it possesses a supremum l]g]l 
on the closed unit sphere of c. Taking the vector fn,k belonging to the 
closed unit sphere c taken in $ 7, we have Ig(0) - xS, g(i)] + zicl /g(i)] - 
-2-lc+l =p @(fn,k) as shown above. Therefore, @(flz,k) 4 /lgll--W+2 for a 
sufficiently large n. We state this result as 
THEOREM VT. (c)'=11. 
9. THE DUAL OF /P 
On the closed unit sphere of/P, we define the same distance delimitation 
m as on the closed unit sphere of bl. We shall prove that the closed unit 
sphere of pi is complete with respect to o. Let fl, f2: f3, . . . be a fundamental 
sequence of elements of the closed unit sphere of pi. However, corre- 
sponding to given n we can indicate an N(n) such that n belongs to 
co(fN, fN+“), i.e., IfN(i)-IN+“(i)/ <2-n for O<i<n. It follows from this, 
that for each fixed i(O<i<n), fl(i), fZ(i), . . . is a convergent sequence of 
complex numbers : let its limit be f(i). We shall show that f belongs to 
the closed unit sphere of 161. We know that If”(O)- zr=“=, f”(i)1 + xzzl 
if”(i)\ > 1 for every n > 1 and m > 1. However, for each fixed n, and 
each given positive number k an mo=mo(k, n) can be indicated such that 
if(i)-f”(i)I<2-k/(2n+l) for each i=O, 1, . . . n, whenever m>nzo. Hence 
If(i)1 > If”(i)1 +W/(2n+ I) for O<i<n, so that x=, If(l:)I > Es, If”(i)1 + 
+ “rz. 2-k/(23, + 1) and 
if(O)- ii? f(i)1 + lf(o)-f”Kv + If”(O)- i f”(i)1 + I i$l f”(i)- izl f(4l 
i=l i=l 
> 2-klPn+ l)+ If”(o)- 5 f%)l+ I 2” f”(i)- jjZl f(Ql i=l i=l 
> 2-“/(2n+ 1)+ If”(O)- i f”(i)1 +?a.2-r/(2m+ I). 
i=l 
Thus we have 
If(o)- 2 f(i)l+ li: If(i)1 * $ If”(i)l+7~.2-~/(212+1)+ If”(o)- 
i=l i=l i=l 
- ~~~f”(“)l+2-e/(an+1)+n.2-k/(2n+l) + If”(o)- ij.Ilf%t- jYl 
If”(i)] + 24 > 1+2-k. 
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As Ic is arbitrary, If(O) - zz, f(i)] + x=, if(i)1 + 1 for every n. Hence f 
lies in the closed unit sphere of /P, i.e., the closed unit sphere of pi is 
complete. 
It can be shown exactly as in the case of 61, that the cataloguing of 
the closed unit sphere of /P is of the first kind. As the cataloguing of the 
closed unit sphere of pi is of the first kind, every full linear functional 
of /F necessarily possesses a supremum, so that its normed dual space 
(pi) is identical with its dual space (/Y)*. 
Now, given any full linear functional @ of /3i which possesses the 
supremum (/@,I1 on the closed unit sphere of pi, we shall show that it 
determines a vector g= (g(n)):=, (g(lc) =di(ea+ek) k= 1, 2, 3, . ..) of c, i.e., 
the sequence g(l), g(2), . . . converges. 
We dress the fan .L (whose direction consists of two nodes of order one, 
and in which each node containing only l’s has exactly two immediate 
descendants, while each node in which a 2 occurs somewhere has exactly 
one immediate descendant ; cf. [13], 5 l), by replacing each node al, as, . . . , a, 
by the dressed node 1, (a~ - l), ccs- l), . . ., (a, - 1) to obtain the dressed 
fan direction L(/P). Obviously, L&P) is contained in the closed unit sphere 
of ,@. Since @ is full on L(fii), it follows that to each Ic, an N(lc) can be 
assigned such that j@(f) -@(/‘)I <2-k for any f and f’ in L(pi) passing 
through the dressed node consisting of (1, 0, 0, . . . . 0) (N zeros). Applying 
this to the vector (ea t e,) and (ea+ en+nz) for n>N(k) and m> 0, we have 
l@(e0 + e,) - @(e0 + en+nz)I <2-k, i.e., Is(n)-g(n+m)l<2-k for n>N(k) and 
m> 0, from which follows that g lies in c. However, jg(rt)j = /@(eo+e,)/ 3 
> l\@ll+l for every n, so supn Is(n)\ =P j\@l\, i.e., jjgll > ll@[j. Thus we have 
proved that to each full linear functional di on /9 a vector g of c can be 
assigned such that @(f)=f(O)g(c=)+ x?, J(i)(g(i)-g(m)) and llgll =P Il@ll. 
Conversely, let f be a vector of the closed unit sphere of pi and let g 
belong to c. The series f(O)g(oo)+ xz”=, f(i)(g(i) -g(m)) is obviously con- 
vergent. Hence @ defined by @(f)=f(O)g(oo)+ xz*=, f(i)(g(i)-g(oo)) for 
each f in /F is a linear functional on /Y. However, taking a sufficiently 
large n, we have 
Pm = IfPM~) + Ii fwm -do)) + isiI f(i) (g(i) -dc=))l i=l 
=P lf(OM~) + jl f(W(i) -s(~))l+ Fh^ 
> lg(m)(f(O)- 5 f(i))+ $ f(4g@)l+ Fk 
i=l 
> max MlN~ IsP)L ..., ldn)l, Ig(=J)l) (If(o)- ,t f(iN+ i; If(~ =P llSll~1, 
i.e., IPII =P lIstI so that IIQII = ML with which we have completely proved 
THEOREM VII. (/II)* = (/II)’ =c. 
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Let @ be a full linear functional defined on /21 and let @(go) =g(O) : 
@(eo+ek) =g(E) for k= 1, 2, 3, ..,. If in the space b” we take the quasi- 
norm of f = f(n)):=, as the quasi-number core containing the bounded 
monotone sequence (If(O max (If(O If(l) . ..). then it can be proved 
that (Al)* = b” in the same way as (Ii)* = b”. It can also be proved that 
(Ii)‘= I”. In determining the second dual space (Ii)**, if we apply the 
representation @(f*)=f*(f)= xz, f(i)f*(i)+(f(O)- zEl f(i))f*(O), then we 
can prove that (ni)** =J,i and (nl)‘*=(nl)“=;J. 
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